Programme Schedule
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Screenings / Programmes</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 09.00 am - 10.00 am | Chronicles of Oblivion | Oriya, Bengali and English | 00:25:28 | Priyanjan Dutta  
|                   | The Tiger, They’re All Dead | English, Hindi and Marathi | 00:14:46 | Reema Sengupta  
| 10:15 am - 11:15 pm | Gaur in my Garden | English | 00:28:48 | Rita Banerji  
|                   | Greenny the Great | Non-verbal | 00:06:00 | Dhnananjay Bhopale  
|                   | The Jungle Gang Meets the Tiger | English | 00:17:02 | Krishnendu Bose  
| 11:30 am - 12:30 pm | Tiger Dynasty | English | 00:58:00 | S Nallamuthu  
| 12:45 pm - 01:45 pm | Smartly Plants | English | 00:51:18 | Erna Buffie  
| 06:00 pm - 07:30 pm | Inaugural Ceremony (by invitation only) |                                             | Rajkumar College, G E Road  
|                   | Gyan Ganga Educational Academy, Balod Bazar Road, Near Vidhan Sabha  
| Jan 15 (Thursday) |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 09:00 am - 10:00 am | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 10:15 am - 11:15 pm | Rolling Dunes of Thar (Wild Adventures) | Hindi | 00:25:23 | Naresh Bedi  
|                   | Corbett’s Legacy | English and Hindi | 00:35:45 | Naresh Bedi  
| 11:30 am - 12:30 pm | Shifting Undercurrents - Women Seaweed Collectors of Gulf of Mannar | English | 00:20:06 | Rita Banerji  
|                   | Jal Khet | English and Hindi | 00:25:00 | Anjali Nayar  
| 12:45 pm - 01:45 pm | Corbett’s Legacy | English and Hindi | 00:35:45 | Naresh Bedi  
|                   | In Their Element | English | 00:17:26 | Inder Kathurai  
| 11:00 am - 12:00 pm | Smartly Plants | English | 00:51:18 | Erna Buffie  
| 12:00 pm - 01:00 pm | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 12:15 pm - 01:15 pm | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 01:00 pm - 02:00 pm | Dammed | English and Hindi | 00:49:30 | Kavita Bahl and Nandan Saxena  
| 02:00 pm - 03:00 pm | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 03:00 pm - 04:00 pm | Gaur in my Garden | English | 00:28:48 | Rita Banerji  
|                   | Greenny the Great | Non-verbal | 00:06:00 | Dhnananjay Bhopale  
|                   | The Jungle Gang Meets the Tiger | English | 00:17:00 | Krishnendu Bose  
| 03:00 pm - 05:00 pm | Panel Discussion – People and Forests |                                             | Conference Hall, Circuit House, Raipur  
|                   |                                                                                       |                                             |
| Jan 16 (Friday)   |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 09:00 am - 10:00 am | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 10:15 am - 11:15 pm | Corbett’s Legacy | English and Hindi | 00:35:45 | Naresh Bedi  
| 11:30 am - 12:30 pm | Jal Khet | English and Hindi | 00:25:00 | Anjali Nayar  
| 12:45 pm - 01:45 pm | Corbett’s Legacy | English and Hindi | 00:35:45 | Naresh Bedi  
| 11:00 am - 12:00 pm | Greeny the Great | Non-verbal | 00:06:00 | Dhnananjay Bhopale  
| 12:00 pm - 01:00 pm | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 12:15 pm - 01:15 pm | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 01:00 pm - 02:00 pm | Dammed | English and Hindi | 00:49:30 | Kavita Bahl and Nandan Saxena  
| 02:00 pm - 03:00 pm | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 03:00 pm - 04:00 pm | Gaur in my Garden | English | 00:28:48 | Rita Banerji  
|                   | Corbett’s Legacy | English and Hindi | 00:35:45 | Naresh Bedi  
| 08:30 am - 05:30 pm | Green Filmmaking Workshop |                                             | Kushabhau Thakre University of Journalism and Mass Communication, Kathadh  
| 09:00 am - 09:00 am | Rolling Dunes of Thar (Wild Adventures) | Hindi | 00:25:23 | Naresh Bedi  
|                   | Corbett’s Legacy | English and Hindi | 00:35:45 | Naresh Bedi  
| 09:00 am - 10:00 am | Behind the Mist | Malayalam and Tamil | 00:29:02 | Babu Kambrath  
| 10:00 am - 11:00 am | Mere Bachchon ko Kise Maara? (Who Killed my Children?) | Hindi | 00:10:52 | Anil Yadav  
| 09:00 am - 10:00 am | Rolling Dunes of Thar (Wild Adventures) | Hindi | 00:25:23 | Naresh Bedi  
|                   | Corbett’s Legacy | English and Hindi | 00:35:45 | Naresh Bedi  
| 10:15 am - 11:15 pm | Pratirodh (Resistance) | Hindi | 00:58:58 | Bijo Toppo  
| 11:30 am - 12:30 pm | Saving the Ganga | English | 00:52:14 | Bahar Dutt  
| 12:45 pm - 01:45 pm | Dammed | English and Hindi | 00:49:30 | Kavita Bahl and Nandan Saxena  
| 11:00 am - 12:00 pm | The Moor | English | 00:50:04 | Jan Haff  
| 12:00 pm - 01:00 pm | A Climate of Change | English | 00:38:04 | Jenny Sharman  
|                   | Gaur in my Garden | English | 00:28:48 | Rita Banerji  
| 08:00 am - 09:00 am | Zor Lagaa Ke... Haiya | Hindi | 1:58:00 | Director Name  
| Jan 17 (Saturday) |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 08:30 am - 05:30 pm |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 08:00 am - 09:00 am |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 09:00 am - 10:00 am |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 10:00 am - 11:00 am |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 09:00 am - 10:00 am |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 10:15 am - 11:15 pm |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 11:30 am - 12:30 pm |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 12:45 pm - 01:45 pm |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 11:00 am - 12:00 pm |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 12:00 pm - 01:00 pm |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 08:00 am - 09:00 am |                                                                                       |                                             |
| Jan 18 (Sunday)   |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 08:00 am - 05:30 pm |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 09:15 am - 10:15 am |                                                                                       |                                             |
| 10:30 am - 11:30 am |                                                                                       |                                             |